
 

Investors support 
Integrated Reporting     
as a route to better 
understanding of 
performance 
 
 

 
 



 

 

Progressive investors from countries leading practices in corporate 
reporting have confirmed that their investment processes require 
information on business models, strategy, and the resources on which 
these rely.  They confirm their belief that better reporting on the key 
resources of a business, which Integrated Reporting can deliver, is 
important to their understanding of businesses and their allocation of 
capital.  They also believe that the management processes reflected in   
this reporting can drive the development of more sustainable and stable 
businesses in the longer term.  
 

Across the world investors say to us that some companies continue to tell them there is no 
demand for information showing how they manage resources not recognized by financial 
statements.  We believe the investor statement contained herein will help to counter this, and 
encourage organizations to continue on their path to better reporting on strategy and value 
creation, based on clear evidence of investor demand.  It echoes calls from Larry Fink at 
BlackRock, Norges Bank Investment Management and ICGN amongst others for better reporting, 
and the evidence of other initiatives such as FCLT Global and Inclusive Capitalism.  This view is 
also corroborated by surveys such as EY’s 2017 survey ‘Is your non-financial performance 
revealing the true value of your business to investors of non-financial reporting’ where 92% of 
investors agreed with the statement that “Public company CEOs should lay out an explicit 
strategy each year for long-term value creation and directly affirm that the company’s board has 
agreed it.” 

We thank our foundation signatories for their insight in assisting with drafting the statement and 
for their backing.  We also ask other forward-looking organizations to support this initiative to 
help to consolidate the developing consensus for more effective reporting and to integrate it into 
their investment processes to build more sustainable and stable capital markets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 

We, the undersigned, support the statement below. We have made this 
statement to help companies understand that, if they deliver relevant and  
useful information, we will use it. 
 

“As major investors in the world’s financial markets, we are fiduciaries for millions of individuals.  
To perform this role, we need to understand the long-term return prospects of the businesses in 
which we invest.  We need to build a view of how they might perform, both in the short-term and 
over many years ahead, and to understand the risks they might encounter, not just in the next 
quarter but over the coming years or decades.  

“To do this we need to understand not only their immediate financial performance, but the 
strategy of the business, the key resources and assets to which it has access and how it intends to 
maintain access to these resources and maintain or improve its assets.  

“This gives rise to a need for businesses to explain their business models and strategies so that we 
understand how they earn their returns.  We need them to tell us about the key resources on 
which they rely, to understand the cost of maintaining or growing them or, where necessary, of 
switching to alternatives.  We need to understand what they do to maintain their access to those 
resources, and how they fulfil the needs of their staff or customers. 

“Many businesses already do some of this: clearly explaining their business model, their strategy 
and how this is applied in practice, helping us to understand the key stakeholders on which their 
business relies, and the utility of the most important assets, including those not visible on the 
balance sheet.   

“We recognise that businesses are under continuing regulatory pressure both in reporting to 
investors and others, and we support clarity and conciseness in reporting.  Nevertheless, better 
reporting and effective communication of how the business works in the long-term, through 
Integrated Reporting or other approaches, is valued by us and is important in how we allocate 
capital. 

“We also believe that embedding such practices into the management and reporting of 
businesses will help to drive improved governance and stewardship practices through more 
comprehensive identification and management of current and future opportunities and risks. This 
will help businesses to move the focus on decision-making and capital allocation from the short-
term to the strategic issues, risks and opportunities that determine future performance in the 
medium and longer term.  This shift will facilitate more sustainable development and stable 
businesses in the longer term and the growth of more transparent and robust capital markets 
which will benefit us all.” 

Aberdeen Standard Investments | Achmea Investment Management                        
Aegon Asset Management | Cbus Super | Eumedion | Evenlode Investment            
Hermes Investment Management | Martin Currie Investment Management                   
NN Investment Partners | PGGM Investment Management                                        
Triodos Investment Management | VicSuper 
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“Integrated Reporting is about improving communication on how businesses 
generate value. We believe that investors, companies and society as a whole have 
much to gain from it. Many companies have started to realise this and we hope that 
the statement will encourage more to reap the benefits.”                                          
Euan Stirling, Investment Director, Aberdeen Standard Investments 

The International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) is a global coalition of regulators, investors, 
companies, standard setters, the accounting profession and NGOs promoting communication on value 
creation beyond financial profit. The IIRC’s vision is to align capital allocation and corporate behaviour 
to wider goals of financial stability and sustainable development through the cycle of integrated 
reporting and thinking. The IIRC’s mission is to establish integrated reporting and thinking within 
mainstream business practice as the norm in the public and private sectors. 

This publication has been produced by the International Integrated Reporting Council. The IIRC does not accept responsibility for 
loss caused to any person who acts, or refrains from acting, in reliance on the material in this publication, whether such loss is 
caused by negligence or otherwise. Copyright © September 2017 by the International Integrated Reporting Council (‘the IIRC’). 
All rights reserved. Contact: info@theiirc.org 

 


